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Core Documents
COO – Conduction of Operations 
ESAD – Experiment Safety Assessment Document
RSAD – Radiation Safety Assessment Document
ERG – Emergency Response Guidelines

These documents, once approved, are placed in a yellow binder in the Hall C 
counting house.  (And MCC) They are required reading (signature 
required) for all shift workers.

Other documentation, the Standard Equipment Manual, Howtos, the 
Document Database and the Electronic Logbook, Operational Safety 
Procedures, is available to shift workers.
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COO
Conduct of Operations
Outline how to conduct experiments in safe and effective manner
References available documentation
Describes shift worker training requirements
Describes organization and administration, defines key roles

Run Coordinator, Physics Division Liaison, Work Coordinator, 
Shift Leader, Shift Member, Accelerator Ops Hall Liaison, 
Accelerator Physicist Liaison, Engineering Liaison

Defines operating procedures for shifts, hall access, requesting 
resources, scheduling of work, controlling work, log keeping

COO is a generally standard across all halls, with names customized 
per experiment/run period
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Conduct of Operations
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ESAD
Experiment Safety Assessment Document

Identifies potential hazards and measures to mitigate them.

Chapter 2, common to all halls, describes general hazards
(Radiation, Fire, Electrical, Mechanical, Mag Fields,

Cryogens/ODH, Vacuum/Pressure, Materials, Lasers)

Chapter 3 describes hazards specific to the hall and experiment
(Signifcant overlap with Hall A)
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RSAD
Radiation Safety Assessment Document
Experiments and Hall provide information to JLab Radiation control 

group (RadCon)
Table of beam energies, currents targets (thickness and type)
Beam pipe configuration

RadCon provides RSAD
Identifies radiation budget for experiment
Controls for staying within budget
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ERG/SAF112
Emergency Response Guidelines
Companion Document for Hall C Safety Training (SAF112), required 

(along with Radworker I, Oxygen Deficiency, and basic JLab
training) for unescorted access to the Hall. 

Replaces old training.  First available in May, required by Sept. 1.
~250 staff and users trained so far.
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Standard Equipment Manual
Fixed, along with COO/ESAD for a given running period.
Overall description of Hall: Beamline, targets, spectrometers, 

detectors, control systems, DAQ, analysis software
Structure and build system based on Hall A Ops manual

Maintained in private GitHub repository
Build script generates manual and ESAD from common input

Editing in progress:
Controls, DAQ/Trigger, Analysis
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OSPs
Operational Safety Procedures:

Procedures and hazard analysis for systems exceeding a given risk 
code or required by division

Anticipated OSPs:
Drift Chamber Gas and Mixing System – ENP-16-47415-OSP
Pivot Area access

Controls access to area around target, which, during operations includes 
hazards from thin vacuum windows and elevated work

HMS Gas Cerenkov
SHMS Heavy Gas Cerenkov
SHMS Noble Gas Cerenkov
All other new detectors – Drift Chambers (SHMS+new HMS), 
scintillators, quartz plane, preshower, shower
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Electronic Logbook 
We make extensive use of electronic logbooks as well as backup paper records.
Shift leader will summarize the shift in a single entry while through-out the shift logs are
made of the various activities.



Howtos
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Detailed operation instruction/howtos for various systems, checklists, 
expert guides, reference documents.

Can be updated during run.



Hall C Document Database

Standard location to place technical reports, reference 
materials, etc.  Cited in Ops manual. 
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Backup slides from
Safety Documents for Tritium 

Family of Experiments
reflect standard Jlab approach

to shift routines/operations
Douglas Higinbotham



General Overview of JLab Users
Users do not directly control the beam

They call an employee operator and make requests
Physics Run Coordinators interacts daily with the Accelerator 

Program Deputy so requests should be expected 
(especially important for invasive actions)

Users are required to pass training before they have unescorted 
access to accelerator (including Radiation Worker I and 
Oxygen Deprivation Hazards training)

Users are required to read and sign safety documents:   COO, 
ESAD, RSAD, ERG 



Shift Routines & Practices
Typically three people on each shift

Shift Leader 
Shift Workers: Target Operator & 3rd

Crews arrive 10 min. before shift starts to overlap with previous 
crew.

Shift leader communicates both with the crew and MCC to get 
science done. (short term)

Run coordinator communicates with shift leaders and MCC daily 
(medium term)

Physics Division Liaison (long term)



COO Organization Chart

Bob Michaels



Control Of Activities
Run Coordinator (big picture)
Shift Leader ( 8 hr shift / in charge )

Typically three people on shift
Shift leader, target operator, 3rd

Resources available if there is a problem
ESAD / ERG has names and numbers
OSP in place for new/major upgrades
Operations manual for standard equipment



Communications
Run Coordinator

7:45 meeting with program deputy
Attends 8:00 scheduling meeting
Report weekly issues / progress @ Wed. 1:30 

accelerator meeting
Uses counting house whiteboards to post short term 

information to shift crews
Discusses plans with shift leaders



continued 
All on shift make logbook entries (mostly electronics but 

for particularly import items will still keep paper).
Make use of cell phones (and some pagers still) for 

immediate communication.



On-shift Training
Science/users do not directly control the beam; but they do 

need to know how to communicate to MCC.
All physics users are required to take a series of training to 

even access the counting house. 
Beyond written training, user start with 3rd person shifts are 

mentored by the more experienced staff and users.  
(shown to be very effective may of training scientists over 
the last decade+)



Abnormal Events

ESAD and ERG along with JLab Trainings
Stop work 
Trained to contact MCC / Guards
Trained both with documents and mentoring to know what is 

normal and we tend to have a lot of experience on any given 
shift.

Multiple paths to resolve issues ( Run Coordinator/ PD / MCC / 
Guards )



Notifications

Shift leaders are trained to contact:
Run Coordinator 
Technical help from Hall A technicians
Accelerator help from operators / program deputy
Guards 5844 / Emergency 911

Longer term issues addressed at daily 8 am and/or the 
weekly 1:30 meetings.

Example: Fire in the hall (notable event)



Control of Equipment 
Hall systems checked before start of run and after every 

restricted access (see Ed Folt’s talk) [safe and operational]
Run coordinator provides shift leader with plans.
Almost all operators are remote (such as changes spectrometer 

fields or detector HV)
Spectrometer motion is done remotely as long as shift crew has 

a clear view via cameras. [ also have engineering controls to 
limit motion ]



Lock-out tagout

In general, physics users have no business working on 
systems requiring lock-out tag-out   (for example, if there is 
an issue with a power supply; crew contacts technical staff)

But, as noted in COO, if Lock-out, tag-out is require for a 
special setup, lab standard processes and training are 
used.  (lasers for polarized 3He as an example)



Turnover

Shift workers arrive early to interact with there counter part.
For Hall A, our users tend to gravitate to 8 hour shifts (8 am, 

4pm, midnight) with the 10 min. overlap.
Historically turn-over not an issue.   It is a rare event that 

someone misses a shift without calling well in advance.  
(e.g. snow storms causing a flight delay)   



Electronic Logbook 
We make extensive use of electronic logbooks as well as backup paper records.
Shift leader will summarize the shift in a single entry while through-out the shift logs are
made of the various activities.   (a real example is shown below)



Control of Interrelated Processes

Scientists (in general) cannot create remote issues and our 
process is designed to prevent it from happening (i.e. the 
exp. review) 

Coordination between physics and accelerator.
Accelerator (in general) controls items that effect the beam.   
Physics controls the target motion and monitors the target 

system.



Required Reading
COO, ESAD, RSAD, ERG, and OSPs are required 

reading.
A “yellow binder” is kept in the counting room (with a 

copy also at MCC) with the reading materials.
Peers make sure new shift works read the material 

(officially checked by physics division liaison)



Summary

We have significant documentation to prepare for the tritium 
family of experiments.

The exact OPSs needed for the tritium run depend on the 
decisions we make today.

Michaels will ensure documents completed and Higinbotham & 
Meekins will be coordinating much of the writing.


